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Abstract

In object-oriented database systems (OODB) with logical OIDs, an OID index (OIDX)
is needed to map from OID to the physical location of the object. In a transaction time
temporal OODB, the OIDX should also index the object versions. In this case, the index
entries, which we call object descriptors (OD), also include the commit timestamp of the
transaction that created the object version. In this report, we develop an analytical model
for OIDX access costs in temporal OODBs. The model includes the index page buer as
well as an OD cache. We use this model to study access cost and optimal use of memory
for index page buer and OD cache, with dierent access patterns. The results show that
1) the OIDX access cost can be high, and can easy become a bottleneck in large temporal OODBs, 2) the optimal OD cache size can be relatively large, and 3) the gain from
using an optimal size is considerable, and because access pattern in a database system
can be very dynamic, the system should be able to detect this, and tune its memory use
according to this. The cost models in this report can be of valuable use for optimizers and
automatic tuning tools in temporal OODBs. The primary context of this report is OID
indexing in a temporal OODB, but the results are also relevant in the context of general
secondary index access cost and index entry caching.
Keywords: Index organization, temporal database systems, object-oriented database systems, buer management

1 Introduction
In a traditional object-oriented database system (OODB), updating an object makes the old
version unaccessible. In a temporal object-oriented database system (TOODB), on the other
hand, updating an object simply creates a new version of the object, the old version is still
accessible. In a transaction time TOODB, which is the context of this report, a system
maintained timestamp is associated with every object version. This timestamp is the commit
time of the transaction that created this version of the object.1
In an OODB, an object is uniquely identied by an object identier (OID). The OID can
be physical, which means that the disk page of the object is given directly from the OID, or
logical, which means that an OID index (OIDX) is needed to map from logical OID to the
In the other common category of temporal database systems, valid time database system, a time interval
is associated with every object, denoting the time interval which the object is valid in the modeled world.
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physical location of the object. A physical OID scheme is in exible, and in a temporal OODB,
logical OIDs is the only reasonable alternative, because of objects being moved. The entries
in the OIDX, the object descriptors (OD)s, contain administrative information, including
information to do the mapping from logical OID to physical address. An object is accessed
via its OID, hence, lookup in the OIDX have to be as e cient as possible. The OIDX can
be quite large, typical in the order of 20% of the size of the database itself 4]. This means
that in general, only a small part of the OID index ts in main memory, and that OID index
retrieval can become a bottleneck if e cient access and buering strategies are not applied.
An important dierence between OIDX management in non-temporal and versioned OODBs,
is that with no versioning, the OIDX needs only to be updated when an object is created,
which can be done e ciently as an e cient append-only operation. In a TOODB however,
the OIDX must be updated every time an object is updated. An object update creates a new
object version, without deleting the previous version, hence, a new OD for the new version
have to be inserted into the OIDX. The index pages will in general have low locality (the
unique part of an OID is usually an integer that will always be assigned monotonic increasing
values), and index updates might become a serious bottleneck in a TOODB.
We will in this report study the cost of OIDX accesses, inserts as well as lookups, and
the use of buering to speed up the OID mapping. Our approach is based on analytical
modeling. Compared to simulations, another common used approach, analytical modeling
has the advantage that it is easy to change parameters, to be able to explore larger areas
of the parameter space. With an analytical model, cost and optimal values for congurable
parameters can be obtained fast. This is important for automatic system tuning and query
planning. As systems get larger, more complex, and more exible, automatic tuning is needed,
or at least support to a greater extent than today. One way to accomplish this, is to use
analytical system models to compute optimal conguration parameters, e.g., buer sizes, so
that the systems can adapt to changing workloads, and always give as high performance as
possible. Cost models are also useful for query planning, to choose the best query plans, and
the results from this report can also be used for system design. It should also be noted that
even though our primary context for this report is OID indexing, the results are also relevant
to entry access cost and entry caching for general secondary indexes.
The organization of the rest of the report is as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview
of related work. In Section 3 we describe object and index management in TOODBs. In
Section 4 we describe our index entry access model. In Section 5 we present our index page
access model, the Bhide, Dan and Dias LRU buer model 2], which our hierarchical index
buer model is based on. In Section 6 we develop an the OID access cost model, and in
Section 7 we use this cost model to study how dierent memory sizes, index sizes, access
patterns and disk page sizes aect the performance. Finally, in Section 8, we conclude the
report and outline issues for further research.

2 Related Work
Several cost models for OODBs have been developed, for example 1, 6], but they do not
include buer and OID mapping cost. In a previous report and paper, we have studied index
lookup cost and optimal use of memory in a one-version OODB 11, 12]. The buer and tree
models have been compared with simulation results. Detailed results from the simulations
with dierent index sizes, buer sizes, index page fanout, and access patterns can be found
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in 12].
Temporal database systems are in general still an immature technology, and in the case
of transaction time TOODBs, we are only aware of one prototype2 that have temporal OID
indexing 13].

3 TOODB Object and Index Management
We start with a description of how OID indexing and version management can be done in
a TOODB. This brief outline is not based on any existing system, but the design is close
enough to current OODBs to make it possible to integrate if desired.

3.1 Temporal OID Indexing

In a traditional OODB, the OIDX is usually realized as a hash le or a B-tree, with ODs as
entries, and using the OID as the key. In a TOODB, we have more than one version of some
of the objects, and we need to be able to access current as well as old versions e ciently.
If access is mostly reading current objects, it is e cient to have two indexes, one with ODs
representing the current version of the objects, and one with ODs representing historical
objects (i.e, previous versions). The problem with this approach, is that every time a new
version is created, we have to update two indexes. A second approach, is to use a linked list of
versions for each object. If accesses are mostly of the type \get all versions of an object with
OID i", an e cient alternative is to use a linked list of versions for each object. . However,
access to a particular version, valid at time t, is very costly with this approach, because we
have to traverse the object chain.
Our approach to indexing is to have one index structure, containing all ODs, current as
well as previous versions. While several e cient multiversion access methods exist, e.g., TSBtree 7] and LHAM 10], they are not suitable for our purpose. We will never have search for
a (consecutive) range of OIDs, OID search will always be for perfect match, and most of them
are assumed to be to the current version. TSB-trees provides more exibility than needed,
e.g., combined key range and time range search, which implies an extra cost, while LHAM
can have a high lookup cost when the current version is to be searched for.
In this report, we assume one OD for each object version, stored in a B+ -tree. We include
the commit time in the OD, and use the concatenation of OID and time, OIDkTIME, as the
index key. In a transaction time TOODB, TIME is the commit time for each version that is
stored. To increase the number of ODs in an index node, prex compression on OIDs can be
employed. When a new object is created, i.e., a new OID allocated, its OD is appended to
the index tree as is done in the case of the Monotonic B+ -tree 5]. In the Monotonic B+ -tree,
all new entries is appended to the tree, and we do not distribute the entries over the old node
and the new, as is done in B+ -trees. When an object is updated, the OD for the new version
have to be inserted into the tree.
It should be noted that this OIDX is ine cient for many typical temporal queries. As a
result, additional secondary indexes can be needed, of which both TSB-tree and LHAM are
good candidates.
2

Support for versioning exists in most OODBs, but not temporal management, indexing, and operations.
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Figure 1: Object page buer, index page buer, and OD cache in a page server TOODB.

3.2 Temporal Object Management

In a one-version OODB, space is allocated for an object when it is created, and updates to
the objects are done in-place. This implies that after an object update, the previous version
of the object is not available. The physical location of the new version is the same as the
previous version, hence, the OIDX needs only to be updated when objects are created and
when they are deleted.
In a TOODB, it is usually assumed that most accesses will be to the current versions of
the objects in the database. To keep these accesses as e cient as possible, and benet from
object clustering,3 the database is partitioned, with current objects in one partition, and the
previous versions in the other partition, in the historical database. When an object is updated
in a TOODB, the previous version is rst moved to the historical database, before the new
version is stored in-place in the current database. The OIDX needs to be updated every time
an object is updated. As long as the modied ODs are written to the log before commit, we do
not need to update the OIDX itself immediately. This is done in the background, and can be
postponed until the second checkpoint after the OD have been written to the log. Index pages
will be written to disk either because of checkpointing, or because of buer replacement.
Versioning will not be needed for all the data in a TOODB. To improve e ciency, the
system can be made aware of this. In this way, some of the data can be dened as nonversioned. Old versions of these are not kept, and objects can be updated in-place as in a
one-version OODB, and the costly OIDX update is not needed when the object is modied.
This is an important point, using an OODB which e ciently supports temporal storage,
should not reduce the performance of applications that do not utilize this feature.

3.3 Index Page Buer and OD Cache

To reduce disk I/O, the most recently used index pages are kept in an index page buer.
OIDX pages will in general have low locality, and to increase the probability of nding a
certain OD needed for a mapping from OID to physical address, it is also possible to keep the
most recently used index entries (the ODs) in a separate OD cache, as is done in the Shore
OODB 9]. With low locality on index pages, a separate OD cache utilizes memory better,
space is not wasted on large pages where only small parts of them will be used. The size of
the OD cache can be xed (set at system startup time), or adaptive. The buer in a page
server OODB is illustrated on Figure 1. In the rest of this report, we will denote the index
3
It is also possible that in a TOODB application, a good object clustering includes historical objects as well
as current objects. This should be studied further, but does not have any implications to the results studied
here, all updates to objects will necessarily necessitate allocations of space for the new object, and an OIDX
update.
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Figure 2: OID index. The lower part shows the index from a logical view, the upper part is
as an index tree, which is how it is realized physically. We have indicated with arrays how
the entries are distributed over the leaf nodes.
page buer size as Mipages, the OD cache size as Mocache, and the sum of these as Mi , as
illustrated on the gure.

4 Index Entry Access Model
We assume accesses to objects in the database system to be random, but skewed (some
objects are more often accessed than others). We further assume it is possible to (logically)
partition the range of OIDs into partitions, where each partitions has a certain size and access
probability. This is illustrated on the bottom of Figure 2 (Note that this is not how it is stored
on disk, this is just a model of accesses). We consider a database in a stable condition, with a
total of Nobjver objects versions (and hence, Nobjver index entries). Note that with the OIDX
described in Section 3.1, performance is not dependent of the number of existing versions of
an object, only the total number of versions in the database.
In many analysis and simulations, the 80/20 model is applied, where 80% of the accesses
go to 20% of the database. While this is satisfactory for analysis of some problems, it has
a major shortcoming when used to estimate the number of distinct objects to be accessed.
When applied, it gives a much higher number of distinct accessed objects than in a real
system. The reason is that for most applications, inside the hot spot area (20% in this case),
there is an even hotter and smaller area, with a much higher access probability. This is even
more important for a temporal database. Most of the accesses will be to a small number of
the current versions. With a large number of previous versions, this hot spot area will be
much smaller and \hotter" than the one in a typical \traditional" database. This has to be
re ected in the model.

5 Buer Performance Model
The buer model presented in this section has been described earlier 11, 12], but is included
here to make this report self contained.
5

5.1 Index Page Access Model

As noted, we can assume low locality in index pages. Because of the way OIDs are generated,
entries from a certain partition are not clustered in the index. This is illustrated in Figure 2,
where a leaf node containing index entries contains unrelated entries from dierent partitions.
This means that the access pattern for the leaf nodes is dierent from the access pattern to
the database from a logical view.
We use the initial index entry partitioning (the index entry access pattern) as basis for
deriving the index page partitioning (the index page access pattern). With a totally unclustered index, the index entries from the dierent partitions are distributed over the leaf nodes
with binomial distribution. To simplify this analysis, we make some approximations and
assumptions: The second most hot area has a number of entries su ciently larger than the
number of leaf nodes, i.e., 10 > F1 . This is a reasonable assumption, with a page size of 8 KB,
this gives 10 > 0:002. We assume that the accesses to entries not belonging to the hottest hot
spot can be modeled as random and uniform, and it is the hottest hot spot area alone that
decides the index page access pattern. Further, we approximate the binomial distribution by
assuming that the index entries are distributed over the leaf nodes with uniform distribution.
Simulation results show that the error is acceptable.
We consider two cases: 1) the number of hot spot entries is smaller than the number of
0 , and 2) the number of hot spot entries is larger than the number
leaf nodes, 00Nobjver < Ntree
0
0 .
of leaf nodes, 0 Nobjver > Ntree

Case 1: The number of hot spot entries is smaller than the number of leaf nodes.

When the number of objects in the hot spot area is less than the number of leaf nodes, pages
belong to one of two partitions: Those that have a hot spot entry, and those which have not:
0
L0 = 00 Nobjver=Ntree
L0 = 00 + L0 Ppi=1 0i
L1 = 1 ; L0
L1 = 1 ; L0

Case 2: The number of hot spot entries is larger than the number of leaf nodes.

In the case where there is one or more hot entry on each page, we will with a uniform
distribution over the pages have some of the pages with one hot index entry more than the
others. Especially in the case where there are few hot index entries on each pages, it is
important to capture this fact in the model. We now have two partitions, one with the pages
containing that extra index entry, and the other with those pages that do not:

L0 =
L1 =
L0 =
L1 =

0 cN 0 )=N 0
(00Nobjver ; b00 Nobjver=Ntree
tree
tree
1 ; L0

0
L0Ntree
1 ; L0

0
00Nobjver=Ntree
00 Nobjver

d

e

With an increasing number of hot spot index entries on each page, the access will get more
and more uniform.
We will in the following use A as short for the data entry access partitioning, and L
as short for the leaf node access partitioning, where L is calculated from A as described
above.
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5.2 The BDD LRU Buer Model

In our analysis, we need to estimate the buer hit probability in an LRU managed buer. We
do this with the Bhide, Dan and Dias LRU buer model (BDD) LRU buer model 2]. We will
only brie y explain the model in this section, the derivation and details behind the equations
can be found in 2]. A database in the BDD model has of size N data granules (pages or
objects), partitioned into p partitions. Each partition contains i of the data granules, and
i of the accesses are done to each partition. The distributions within each of the partitions
are assumed to be uniform. All accesses are assumed to be independent. We denote this
particular partitioning as .
After n accesses to the database, the number of distinct data granules (pages, objects, or
index entries) from partition i that have been accessed is:
Ni
(n N ) =  N (1 ; (1 ; 1 )i n )
i

distinct

i N

and the total number of distinct data granules accessed is:
p
X
i
Ndistinct (n N ) = Ndistinct
(n N )
i=1

When the number of accesses
n is such that the number of distinct data granules accessed is
P
p
less than the buer size B, i=1 Bi (n)  B , the buer hit probability for partition i is:
P (n ) = 1 ; (1 ; 1 )in
i

iN

and the overall buer hit probability is:

P (n ) =

p
X
i=1

iPi (n )

The steady state average buer hit probability can be approximated toPthe buer hit ratio
i
when the buer becomes full, i.e., n is chosen as the largest n that satises pi=1 Ndistinct
(n N ) 
B , where B in this case is the number of data granules that ts in the buer:

Pbuf (B N ) = P (n )

5.3 General Index Buer Model

(1)

In the previous section, we presented the BDD LRU buer model for independent, nonhierarchical, access. Modeling buer for hierarchical access is more complicated. Even though
searches to the leaf page can be considered to be random and independent, nodes accessed
during traversal of the tree are not independent. We will in this section present a general
index buer model, where the granularity for access is a page.
In the generic tree used in this model, the size of one index page is SP , and the size of
one index entry Sie . If we dene U as the utilization (typically 0.69 for a B-tree), this give a
fanout F = bUSP =Siec and with a database consisting of Nobjver objects to be indexed, the
0  Nobjver .
number of leaf nodes is Ntree
U SP =Sie
b

c
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Our approach to approximate the buer hit probability, is based on the obvious observation that each level in the tree is accessed with the same probability (assuming traversal from
root to leaf on every search). Thus, with a tree where the index nodes has a fanout F , the
0 e. We initially treat each level in the tree as
number of levels in the tree is H = 1+ dlogF Ntree
i ,
one partition, thus, initially we have H partitions. Each of these partitions are of size Ntree
i
where Ntree is the number of index pages on level i in the tree. The access probability is H1
for each partition.
To account for hot spots, we further divide the leaf page partition into p partitions, each
with a fraction of Li of the leaf nodes, and access probability Li relative to the other leaf
0
page partitions. Thus, in a \global" view, each of these partitions have size Li Ntree
and

Li
access probability H . In total, we have p = p + (H ; 1) partitions. The hot spots at the
leaf page level make access to nodes on upper levels non-uniform, but as long as the fanout is
su ciently large, and the hot spot areas are not too narrow, we can treat accesses to nodes
on upper levels as uniformly distributed within each level. With the modications described,
a tree of height H , and p leaf page partitions, the equations for i and i (access probability
and fractional size of each partition) becomes:
8 N0
( Li
< Li tree if i < p
i = 1H and i = : NNtree
i tree
if p  i < p
H
Ntree
0

0

0

0

0

0 . The total number of pages in the tree, N
We denote the number of leaf nodes as Ntree
tree,
can then be calculated as:
 i 1
HX1
i
i = Ntree
(2)
Ntree = Ntree
where Ntree
F
;

;

i=0

We denote the overall buer probability, by using the BDD buer hit probability equation
(Equation (1)) with i and i as dened above as Pbuf ipage(B Ntree) where B is the buer
size, and Ntree is the total number of index pages in the tree.

6 Index Access Cost
Analytical modeling in database research has mostly focused on I/O costs. This is the most
signicant cost factor, and in reasonable implementations, the CPU processing should go in
parallel with I/O transfer making the CPU cost \invisible". With increasing amounts of main
memory available, this is not necessarily correct, but CPU costs can easily be incorporated
into analytic models, and hence we consider it as an orthogonal issue to the one discussed
in this report (though it should be noted, that CPU cost should not aect the qualitative
results in this report). A more important aspect of the increasing amount of main memory,
however, is that buer characteristics become more important, hence, the increased buer
space available must be re ected in the models.
We use a traditional disk model, where the cost of reading a block from disk is the sum
of the start up cost Tstart and the transfer cost Ttransfer . In our model, the average start
up cost is xed, and is set equivalent to tr , the time it takes to do one disk revolution. The
transfer cost is directly proportional to the block size, and is equivalent to reading disk tracks
contiguously, e.g., transfer cost is equal to Vbs tr , where b is the block size to be transferred,
8

and Vs is the amount of data on one track. Thus, the total time it takes to transfer one block
is Tb (b) = Tstart + Ttransfer = tr + Vbs tr .
The time to read or write a random index page is TP = Tb (SP ), where SP is the index
page size. In this report, we do not consider the cost of reading and writing the objects
themselves, or log operations. Those costs are independent of the indexing costs, usually
done on separate disks, and are issues orthogonal to the ones studied in this report.

6.1 Buer Hit Probabilities

A certain amount of memory, Mipages, is reserved for the index page buer, and Mocache, is
reserved for the OD cache. If we assume the size of each OD is Sod, and an overhead of
Soh bytes is needed for each entry in the OD cache, the number of entries that ts in the
OD cache is approximately Nocache  (SModocache
+Soh ) . Accesses to the OD cache can be assumed to
follow the assumptions behind the BDD model, they are independent random requests, and
by applying this model with object entries as data granules, we estimate that the probability
of an OD cache hit is Pocache = Pbuf (Nocache Nobjver A).
Accesses to the index page buer, on the other hand, follows the general index buer
model (Section 5.3). The number of index pages that ts in the buer is approximately
Nibuf  (SMPipages
+Soh ) , and the probability of an index page buer hit is Pbuf ipage(Nibuf Ntree).
The results in the following analysis are highly dependent of the amount of overhead Soh
needed for each entry. Of course, with a minimal overhead, it would always be benecial to
use as much as possible of the total index memory as an OE cache. The most reasonable
way to implement it, and at the same time keep the CPU cost low, is to use an hash table
to provide fast access to the entries. In that case, approximately two pointers are needed
for each entry on average. We also need some additional data structures to do the buer
management. Even though we base the analysis on an LRU buer, a clock algorithm will
probably be used. It has performance close to LRU 3], but has less storage overhead, only
one bit is needed for each entry. This is small enough to ignore in this analysis.

6.2 Index Lookup Cost

With a probability of Pocache, the OID entry requested is already in the OD cache, but for
(1 ; Pocache) of the requests, we have to access the index pages, and one or more disk accesses
might be needed. The probability of a given index page being in memory is on average
Pbuf ipage. To access an entry (OD) in an index page, it is necessary to traverse the H levels
from the root to a leaf page. To do this, we need (1 ; Pbuf ipage)H disk accesses. The average
cost of an index lookup is Tlookup = (1 ; Pocache)(1 ; Pbuf ipage)HTP .

6.3 Index Update Cost

We do not need to update the index pages in the OIDX immediately. This is done in the
background, and can be postponed, increasing the probability that several updates can be
done to the index page before it is written back. We calculate the average index update
cost as the total index update cost during one checkpoint interval, divided on the number
of index updates. In this context, we dene the checkpoint interval to be the number of
objects that can be written between two checkpoints. The number of written objects, NCP ,
includes created as well as updated objects. Pnew NCP of the written objects are creations of
9

new objects, and (1 ; Pnew )NCP of the written objects are updates of existing objects. We
assume that memory is large enough to keep all dirty ODs through one checkpoint interval,
and that delete and compacting pages can be done in background.

Creation of new object descriptors. New object descriptors are created when new ob-

jects are created. The number of created objects is NCR = Pnew NCP . When new objects
are created, their ODs are appended to the index, and we have clustered updates. This conCR created leaf pages. This is a subtree in the index tree, of height Hs ,
tributes to Nn0 = SPN=S
PHs 1 i od
with Sn = i=0 Nn pages (Equation 2). The total cost of creating these object descriptors
is the cost of writing Sn index pages to the disk, no installation read is needed for these pages.
Assuming that the disk is not too fragmented, these pages can be written in one operation,
most of them sequentially:
b

c

;

Twritenew = Tb (SnSP )

Modication of existing object descriptors. When an object is updated, a new object

version is created, and a new OD has to be inserted into the OIDX. The number of updated
objects is NU = NCP ; NCR . Updating the index involves a page installation read, where
the page where the last (current) version resides is read from disk, if the page is not already
in the buer. The cost of this is Tlookup for each distinct object modied. The number of
distinct updated objects is:

NDU = Ndistinct(NCP ; NCR Nobjver A)
However, as noted in Section 3.2, not all objects in a TOODB are versioned. We denote the
fraction of the data accesses going to versioned objects as Pversioned . Only updates of these
objects alter the OIDX, updates of non-versioned objects will done in-place, thus the number
of distinct updated versioned objects is:
V =P
NDU
versioned NDU

The number of leaf pages to be accessed as a part of the installation read:
V  N0   )
Nm = Ndistinct (NDU
tree L

If there is space for the new OD in the leaf node, it can be inserted there, and the node can
be written back. If there is no space in the node, the node is split, a process done recursively,
possibly to the root. If a node is split, the parent node has to be updated as well (except in
the case when the root node is split, in this case, the height of the tree is increased with one
level). Because of the possibility of page splits, determining the update cost is di cult. With
su ciently many entries on each index node, the probability of page split is small enough to
be neglected 14]. However, for some pages, there are more than one insertion to that page
(possibly generated by several updates to one object during one checkpoint interval, remember
that each update creates a new entry to be inserted into the OIDX). Thus, we include the page
split in our cost functions. According to Loomis 8], the probability of a split in a B-tree of
order m is less than m=12 1 , so we approximate Psplit  (SP =Sod1 )=2 1 . For each split, the
new page needs to be written back, as well as the updated parent node. However, note that
d

e;

d
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e;

there may be several splits aecting one parent node, in this case, it needs only be written
back once. The resulting total write back cost is:

Twriteback = (Nm + Nm2Psplit )TP = Nm(1 + 2Psplit )TP
If the checkpoint interval is su ciently large, it is more e cient to read the complete index,
update the index nodes, and write it back (if memory is not large enough, this is done in
segments). This will be very e cient, as the reading and writing will be sequential. The cost
of this is:

Treadwrite all = 2Tb(Ntree SP )
The total cost of index update during one checkpoint interval:

Tupdate total = Twritenew + min(NmTlookup + Twriteback  Treadwrite all)
The average index update cost per object:
total
Tupdate = Tupdate
N
CP

7 Analytical Study
We have now derived the cost functions necessary to calculate the average cost of OIDX access
under dierent system parameters and access patterns. We will in the following sections study
in detail how dierent values for these parameters aects the access cost, and how the optimal
OD cache size changes as well. The mix of updates and lookups to the OIDX aects the
optimal parameter values, and they should be studied together. If we denote the probability
that an object operation is a write, as Pwrite , the average index access cost is the average of
the cost of all index lookup and index update operations:

Tacccess = (1 ; Pwrite )Tlookup + Pwrite Tupdate
We dene optimal OD cache size as the size of the OD cache that, given a certain amount
of memory available for index pages and OD cache,4 gives the lowest average index access
cost, i.e., nd the Mocache that minimizes Tacccess , given the invariant:

Mi = Mocache + Mipages = Constant
In the rest of this report, we give OD cache size as a fraction of the total index memory size.
The index memory size itself is given as a fraction of the total space required for the whole
Bu er Size
index tree, i.e., when Index
Total Index Size = 1:0, all the pages in the index tree ts in memory.
In this study, we have chosen ve access patterns, the partition sizes and access probabilities are summarized in Table 1 (note that this is the OID access pattern, and not the index
page access pattern). We call each of these patterns a partitioning set. i0 denotes the size of
partition i, as a fraction of the total database size, and 0i denotes the fraction of the accesses
done to partition i.
Note that memory needed for the buering of data pages/objects is not included, this issue is orthogonal
to the one studied here.
4
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Set
3Part1
3Part2
2Part7030
2Part9010
2Part9505

00

0.01
0.001
0.30
0.10
0.05

10

0.19
0.199
0.70
0.90
0.95

20

00

0.80
0.80
-

0.64
0.64
0.70
0.90
0.95

01

0.16
0.16
0.30
0.10
0.05

02

0.20
0.20
-

Table 1: Partition sizes and partition access probabilities for the partitioning sets used in this
study.
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Figure 3: Optimal OD cache size with dierent partitioning sets.
In the two rst partitioning sets, we have three partitions, extensions of the 80/20 model,
but with the 20% hot spot partition further divided. In the rst partitioning set, we have a
1% hot spot area, in the other, a 0.1% hot spot area. The three other sets have each two
partitions, with hot spot areas of 5%, 10%, and 30%.
The analysis have been done with a database with Nobjver = 20 million objects. Unless
otherwise noted, results and numbers in the next sections are based on calculations with an
OD size of 32 bytes, index page size of 8 KB, access pattern according to partitioning set 1,
write probability Pwrite = 0:2, object create probability Pnew = 0:2, and all objects in the
database versioned. Checkpoint interval is NCP = 20000 objects. The database size and
the checkpoint interval is smaller than those used in most real world applications, but the
qualitatively results and fractions stay the same when these numbers are scaled. The same
applies to the number of disks. Performance can be increased by partitioning the index over
Ndisks disks. In this case, Tb (b) = (tr + Vbs tr )=Ndisks .
Note that even though some of the parameter combinations in the following sections
are unlikely to represent the average over time, they can occur in periods, e.g., more write
than read operations. It is in situations like this that adaptive self tuning systems are most
important, when parameter sets diers from the average, which systems traditionally have
been tuned against.
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Figure 4: Access cost.

7.1 Optimal OD Cache Size

Figure 3 shows how optimal OD cache size changes with dierent access patterns. On the left
hand side, we have the optimal OD cache size for the partitioning sets with two partitions.
We see clearly how the optimal OD cache size fraction reaches the top at 5% and 10% for
the partitioning sets 2Part9505 and 2Part9010, where the hot spot area is in the OD buer.
When the hot spot area gets even wider, with partitioning set 2Part7030, the hit probability
for an index page when doing installation read is so small that the memory is better spent
caching ODs, to reduce the lookup cost.
For partitioning sets 3Part1 and 3Part2, to the right on Figure 3, we see the same. With
a signicantly small and frequently accessed hot spot area, it is important to get the hottest
ODs in the cache. When the cache is large enough to t these data, the rest of the index
memory is better utilized as index page buer. With a wider hot spot area, as in 3Part1, the
same phenomenon as for the 2Part7030 set happens.

7.2 Access Cost

Figure 4 illustrates how the access cost decreases with increasing amounts of available index
memory. For each of the partitioning sets, the gure show the access cost without OD cache,
and the access cost with an OD cache of optimal size.
From the gure, we see that even when the whole index ts in memory, the access cost is
quite large. This might come as a surprise, considered that with the whole index in memory,
we avoid the costly installation reads. What happens, is that a small percentage of the updates
creates page splits. Even though the new pages can be written e ciently in one operation,
their parent nodes have to be updated. This update is done in-place, and is a costly random
write.
Interesting to note, is the access cost in the case of using the partition sets with only two
partitions. In this case, if an OD cache is not employed, all accesses have to be done to the
index pages. When the hottest hot spot is not small enough to make certain index pages
become hot spots, the accesses to the index pages are close to uniform. As a result, the access
cost is the same for all the 2 partition partitioning sets. When an OD cache is employed,
we see clearly how performance increases for the access patterns with the most narrow and
frequently accessed hot spots.
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Figure 5: Gain from using optimal OD cache size, compared to no OD cache.
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Figure 6: Optimal OD cache size with dierent values of Pwrite to the left, access cost with
dierent values of Pwrite to the right.

7.3 Gain from Using OD Cache

Figure 5 illustrates the gain from employing an optimal OD cache size, compared to no
OD cache at all. The gain is highest when we have a small hot spot area. The gain increases
with increasing index memory size, up to the point where the whole hot spot area ts in the
OD cache.

7.4 Eect of Update Ratio

The ratio of object read versus object write is important. On Figure 6 we see how changing Pwrite aects the optimal OD cache size as well as the access cost. The object create
probability is held constant at Pnew = 0:2.
When the update rate is relatively low, it is benecial to use much of the memory to cache
ODs. However, as the write ratio increases, the cached ODs will be less useful, because the
whole index page is needed when an entry is to be updated. From the gure we see that the
memory allocation strategy changes when Pnew is between 0.4 and 0.5.
To the right on the gure, we see how the cost with dierent write ratios. Updating the
index is costly, as is evident from the gure.
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Figure 7: Optimal OD cache size with dierent values of Pnew to the left, access cost with
dierent values of Pnew to the right.
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Figure 8: Optimal OD cache size with dierent values of NCP to the left, access cost with
dierent values of NCP to the right.

7.5 Eect of Object Creation Ratio

On Figure 7 we see how changing Pnew aects the cost as well as the optimal OD cache size.
The write probability is held constant at Pwrite = 0:2. The dierence in optimal cache size
for dierent values of Pnew is only marginal, except for large memory sizes, where we have a
sharp drop. The drop comes rst for the low values of Pnew . The reason is that updates needs
index pages from the index as a part of the installation read. With large values of Pnew , this
is not as important.
To the left on Figure 7 we see again how important the cost of object index update is, and
how the mix of create and update aects this. When objects written are mostly new objects,
this can be done very e ciently. Appending ODs to the index is inexpensive.

7.6 Eect of Checkpoint Interval Length

Increasing the checkpoint interval length can reduce the access cost, illustrated to the right
on Figure 8. The cost we have to pay for this, is a longer recovery time after a crash, as a
larger amount of log have to be processed.
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Figure 9: Optimal OD cache size with dierent values of Pversioned to the left, access cost
with dierent values of Pversioned to the right.
We have studied how dierent lengths of the checkpoint interval aects the optimal
Mocache . Figure 8 shows the optimal OD cache size for dierent values for NCP . An important observation is that with other parameters held constant, dierent values for NCP
give exactly one of two dierent values for the optimal OD cache size. This can be seen from
Figure 8. Only four of the values are shown on the gure, but the result is the same for other
values a well.

7.7 The Eect of Non-Versioned Objects

We have, until now, assumed that all objects in the database are versioned. Figure 9 illustrates
the eects of non-versioned objects on the optimal OD cache size and the access cost. The
optimal OD cache size is independent of the fraction of versioned objects.
The cost is highly dependent of the fraction of versioned objects. As emphasized earlier
in this report, maintaining versions is very costly. A low fraction of versioned objects implies
less index updates. The extreme is Pversioned = 0:0, which is a non-versioned database, a
traditional OODB.
Note the similarities between Figure 7 and Figure 9. The reason is that, increasing the
create probability and reducing the versioning, each increases the number of index appends
relative to index inserts.

7.8 Page Size

The optimal page size is a compromise of two contradicting factors. Because of low locality,
large page sizes in an OIDX means more wasted space in the index page buer, and the
optimal page size is thus much smaller. However, small pages also results in more levels in
the tree. In our example, a page size of 16 KB gives a tree with three levels, a page size of
of 2KB gives four levels, a page size of 1KB ve levels, and 512B six levels. Even though
in most cases upper levels of the index tree will be resident in memory, a tree with smaller
page size also needs more space, reducing the buer hit probability. We can see that there
are two strategies for e ciency: Either large pager, which is particularly advantageous for
the creation of objects, and small pages, to capture the fact that there is low level of sharing.
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Figure 10: Access cost with dierent disk page sizes, 3Part1 to the left, 3Part2 to the right.
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Figure 11: Optimal OD cache size with dierent page sizes, partitioning set 3Part1 to the
left, 3Part2 to the right.
Figure 10 shows index access cost with dierent index page sizes. The page size giving
the lowest cost over most of the area, is 2 KB. This is less than the 8 KB blocks commonly
used, and this result might come as a surprise, as relational database systems have started
to employ larger page sizes on their index structures. However, the index access pattern in
a typical relational database systems is dierent from the index modeled in this report. In a
relational database system, index scan is very common, which benets from large page sizes.
Interesting to note is also how the optimal OD cache size changes with page size, illustrated
on Figure 11. The reason for this, is that with large pages, we will in general benet from
more OD caching, because only a small part of the pages will be accessed. This outweights
the disadvantages of the installation read needed when the page is updated.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have in this report developed an analytical model for OIDX access cost in a transaction
time temporal database system. We have used this model to study the behavior of the OIDX
under dierent access patterns. The results show that:
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1. The OIDX access cost can be high, and can easy become a bottleneck in large TOODBs.
2. The optimal OD cache size can be large, and the gain from using an optimal size is
considerable. Having an optimally tuned system is important.
3. Access pattern in a database system is very dynamic, and the system should be able to
detect this, and tune the size of index page buer and OD cache size accordingly. The
cost models in this report can be of valuable use for optimizers and automatic tuning
tools in temporal OODBs.
As is obvious from the results in the previous sections, OID index maintenance will be
costly. To get an acceptable performance, most of the OIDX must be in memory to avoid the
costly installation reads of index pages. The cost can be reduced by partitioning the index
over several disks, and it is possible that the object indexing itself can be optimized, this
should be studied further.
In this report, we have only studied the memory used for index pages and index entries.
An issue orthogonal to this, is to nd the optimal fractions of total buer memory used for
index and data pages.
The model and results in this report could also be used in the context of caching general
secondary index entries in relational as well as object-oriented database systems. This issue
is independent of the one studied here, but caching entries in secondary indexes should be an
interesting further work.
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